HOW TO KNOW TRUTH IN A WORLD OF LIES

March 23, 2014 at 7:47am

Simply put; you MUST KNOW CHRIST, who is TRUTH; to know TRUTH from the many lies in this wicked world! http://biblehub.com/john/14-6.htm

The Way, the Truth, and the Life 5Thomas said to Him, "Lord, we do not know where You are going, how do we know the way?" 6Jesus said to him, "I am the way, and the truth, and the life; no one comes to the Father but through Me. 7"If you had known Me, you would have known My Father also; from now on you know Him, and have seen Him."

http://biblehub.com/john/8-32.htm

The Truth will Set You Free 31So Jesus was saying to those Jews who had believed Him, "If you continue in My word, then you are truly disciples of Mine; 32and you will know the truth, and the truth will make you free."

If you don't KNOW GOD our Creator, you have no foundational knowledge (it is impossible for you to KNOW TRUTH or what is TRUE unless you KNOW GOD; who is TRUTH). people think they know true things by general agreement and general consensus; but popular doctrines and teachings, even scientific laws and theories again and again are found to be false over time as more knowledge is acquired. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superseded_scientific_theories like many things in the name of science taught today; many such things that are thought to be true are in fact just fiction, fantasy and popular imaginations. (I give a few current examples in this letter; to SHOW you that you MUST KNOW GOD or you can be easily deceived by others).

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-1/719346771477618 and https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-2/830858016993159 YAHOSHUAH, OUR ETERNAL CREATOR, HAS MADE HIMSELF PLAINLY KNOWN AND TOLD US ALL HOW TO KNOW AND LEARN FROM HIM DIRECTLY. All of mankind is SUFFERING due to pervasive ignorance! This information needs to be made available to every man, woman and child on the planet, right NOW! (before mankind destroys themselves in their ignorance and wickedness) And that information needs to be made available to all children worldwide of any future generations. NOTHING IS MORE
IMPORTANT THAN KNOWING AND PERSONALLY LEARNING FROM OUR CREATOR!!!!!!!

NOTHING!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

the SGN ((http://biblehub.com/isaiah/7-14.htm) - The Sign of Immanuel

...13Then he said, "Listen now, O house of David! Is it too slight a thing for you to try the patience of men, that you will try the patience of my God as well? 14"Therefore the Lord Himself will give you a sign: Behold, a virgin will be with child and bear a son, and she will call His name Immanuel. of GOD Incarnating was TIMED BY HIM; according to and coinciding with the SIGNS He made for mankind: (http://biblehub.com/genesis/1-14.htm) - The Fourth Day: Sun, Moon, Stars

14Then God said, "Let there be lights in the expanse of the heavens to separate the day from the night, and let them be for signs and for seasons and for days and years; 15and let them be for lights in the expanse of the heavens to give light on the earth"; and it was so....) Such that when YAHOSHUAH (Immanuel - The Birth of Jesus

...22Now all this took place to fulfill what was spoken by the Lord through the prophet: 23"BEHOLD, THE VIRGIN SHALL BE WITH CHILD AND SHALL BEAR A SON, AND THEY SHALL CALL HIS NAME IMMANUEL," which translated means, "GOD WITH US." (http://biblehub.com/matthew/1-23.htm) people all over the world would KNOW this is GOD in the flesh! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ff-Gp194XUU and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ6szvfApNM


Brainwashing through public education is planned as one of the many methods to control the masses https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-1/719346771477618 and https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-2/830858016993159; the trouble is so many have been so thoroughly indoctrinated that they simply refuse to face the fact that they were victimized by such methods. Even though those who practice demoralization of the masses say it’s impossible to deprogram such persons; I will nevertheless make every effort as it is the right thing to do before our Creator and pray for miraculous results of global enlightenment to follow. Do not be ashamed or embarrassed these methods were well researched and have been in practice for decades: https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-planned-demoralization-of-america/632305113515118

As such, much of what is commonly accepted today as "science" or scientific fact is nothing more than demonstrating the successful demoralization of the masses through public indoctrination such that many believe pure fiction is factual; despite all evidence to the contrary. I challenge all persons to examine the contents of my notes and I welcome any PROOFS that might show I have erred in fundamental claims in this regard. I LOVE TRUTH; as such, I welcome EVIDENCE in that regard. I hope others will not know the anguish I did when I realized I also had been deceived by public indoctrination of the masses; so think on the contents of my notes very carefully and resist the urge to not read anything that challenges what you presently think of as factual. (that urge is the result of careful programming throughout years of forced indoctrination)

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/emc2-is-rubbish/485479484864349 and

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/so-you-think-the-big-bang-is-scientific/620654451346851

Let me attempt to convey to all as briefly as possible how I know e=mc^2 and all the modern "big bang theories" are such obvious rubbish.

1) by simple observation - energy and mass are not equal terms. energy exists irrespective of mass throughout the universe ANYONE who uses their perceptions can EASILY ascertain that fact! mass must be ACTED UPON by ENERGY in order for it to take on qualities that resemble ENERGY; with it's clear definitions. Declaring that all mass has a "universal constant" or claiming light travels; or mass or "massless" particles at a universal constant doesn't make it true; particularly when we all can see mass/matter (no matter how large or small) moves at VARIABLE VELOCITIES; can be accelerated, decelerated, stopped altogether and even destroyed) to select an arbitrary constant speed and tell all mass in the whole universe "THIS IS YOUR SPEED LIMIT" and FURTHERMORE to claim that is also the maximum speed information/knowledge can travel is "PLAYING GOD"! https://www.google.com/search?q=experiments+that+show+quantum+spooky+action+is+faster+than+light&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=experiments+that+show+quantum+spooky+action+is+faster+than+light&aqs=chrome..69i57&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 And again, is such obvious nonsense that it is truly a wonder how such an imagination/fiction gained such wide acclaim as it holds today; a fantasy that flies so clearly in the face of SIMPLE, ACCURATE OBSERVATION of the creation/reality we all exist in.
the very definitions involved tell anyone with basic reading comprehension that e=mc^2 is false. not only the definitions of energy and mass are in no way equivalent or can be equivocated; but also the definition of atomic weight/mass proves this formula/theory as false; because the definition of atomic weight/mass has NOTHING to do with velocity; only with actual atomic structure; the number of particulates that defines said element(s); with respect to a gravitational constant.

2) by logic - energy exists within mass holding it together and presenting visible matter (true observation) BUT to then conclude that mass and energy are equivalent IS SUCH AN OBVIOUS FALSE CONCLUSION THAT I AM WILLING TO BE LAUGHED AT AND INSULTED BY THOSE WHO RELIGIOUSLY CLAIM OTHERWISE; knowing that one day sooner or later they will all see that the only defense such nonsense really has is unsupportable religious belief.

3) because I KNOW WHAT IS TRUTH. I KNOW and LEARN DIRECTLY FROM the ONE TRUE GOD AND CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSE. I have "scientifically tested" HIS WORD, as contained in the HOLY BIBLE and found it FUNDAMENTALLY TRUE in so many ways; that from my perspective, the only reason others don't KNOW HIM and HIS WORD as such; is from their own lack of knowledge.

"scientific knowledge" today is constantly being replaced

https://www.google.com/search?q=scientists+once+believed&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=sc&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j69i57j69i59j2j69i61j0.4792j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8;
so when I point out that setting a universal speed limit for everything in the universe even information is "playing god"; I am not exaggerating; just being honest.

controlled experiments here on earth are not license to say that the finding(s) justifies setting universal laws throughout all time and space. If our Creator has not done so; then it is absolutely pure folly for anyone to suggest otherwise. In addition, to makeup terms like "massless particles", "energy at rest", "universal constant" are such obvious vain attempts (of oxymoronic terms) to support a disproven theory (like relativity), that it is no way to be objective about accurate observation(s) of the universe. Basically, saying "massless particle" is a way of saying scientists have discovered energy is NOT dependent on mass; but rather, most obviously and ubiquitously EXISTS without mass! and as such the created term is a way to ignore that evidence in order to cling to the religious fiction of the theory of relativity. Fact: energy exists with/within mass/matter; FICTION: to claim that makes mass and energy equivalent in any way. FACT: we have observed light traveling at various speeds FICTION: to claim all mass and energy in the universe is bounded by such current observations. (which is such a miniscule amount of what is left to be observed in the universe; I shouldn't have to tell anyone this). e=mc^2 is most definitely not true. (neither the intertwined science
fiction based on it or associated with it; like the many big bang theories floating around in imaginations these days.)

if you subscribe to thinking that the Holy Bible adopted mythology when virtually verse by verse evidence exists supporting its historicity and veracity as well as unique properties found in no other literature on earth proving its Divine Inspiration, then you still have much to learn. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ICBv1760hTQ the ancient accounts, some even written in stone only serve to confirm that the Holy Bible contains factual history and is the Divine Record of our Eternal Creator given ot mankind. Prophecies so accurate and detailed that they were fulfilled to the day in the sight of the whole world and predictions of the end times that read like headlines in our current events. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/prophecies-show-divine-inspiration-of-the-holy-bible/520171808061783 In the text recording historic events supercomputers found encrypted messages to modern events; some even included dates. https://www.google.com/search?q=the+bible+codes&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=the+bible+codes&aqs=chrome..69i57j0l5.2399j0j8&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 so we have ancient texts that have been accurate about science and details throughout world history; so much so that anyone still claiming the Holy Bible adopted mythology rather than being the source of true information that it is, really needs to study it and all the evidence supporting it and educate themselves. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-modern-evolutionary-paradigm-is-not-science-it-isnt-even-good-science-fiction/74746775332184 Because the ultimate claim of the Holy Bible is that anyone can KNOW and Learn from our Eternal Creator; and that those who repent and come to their senses to do so will be granted Eternal Life; while those who choose to remain ignorant, wicked and sinful will face dire consequences for their evil ways. http://biblehub.com/revelation/21-8.htm so the wise will learn and call upon the One True God. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/jesus-saves/881062118639415 and then try to reach those who still think the Holy Bible is nothing but myth; despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary.

I suppose the religious worship that surrounds the theory of relativity is so strong, that I should elaborate further as to why my "b.s. -ometer" pegs so hard on so many levels that I find it difficult to believe people ACTUALLY think E=mc^2 is fact; when it most definitely is nothing more than disproven imagination.

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=698884793523816&set=a.115635768515391.22520.10002069048072&type=1&theater
I’m coming from a position of what I know is fundamental Truth and measuring it against a suggested idea based on an observation or observations of creation. Examples of why my b.s. ometer goes off when discussing theoretical physics (just about all of it) is because they will say things like "there is no void in space" in one breath and in the next say "we have observed light traveling in a vacuum" and measured it's speed even though such speed is beyond the means of our natural vision to track. BUT by saying this, they want everyone else to believe that light observed in an unnatural manmade setting, being emitted from an unnatural manmade device, HAS NO OTHER FORCES OF ENERGY ACTING UPON IT (hence their phrase "but we have measured the speed of light in a vacuum"). To which I then point to another sentence they will say "There is a constant attractive force between the Earth and everything surrounding it, due to gravity." In other words, THEY WANT TO SAY NATURAL LIGHT THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSE IS BOUNDED BY AN UNNATURAL LIGHT SOURCE, IN A MOST UNNATURAL SETTING. And to which I respond RUBBISH!

These are the many reasons particles, even their imaginary "massless" ones are NOT BOUNDED by their imaginary constant:

1) Light does NOT travel at a constant speed observably:

https://www.google.com/search?q=light+has+been+stopped&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=light+has+been+stopped&aqs=chrome..69i57j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&ie=UTF-8

https://www.google.com/search?q=light+has+been+sloved+down&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=light+has+been+sloved+down&aqs=chrome..69i57j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&ie=UTF-8


https://www.google.com/search?q=neutrinos+faster+than+light&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=neutrino&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j69i57j0l4.4256j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&ie=UTF-8

(yes, I know they fired the OBJECTIVE scientist so they could cling to their beloved religion of relativity; but that doesn’t mean relativity isn’t factually disproven thereby and so many other ways)
they use this disproven theory to allege that even information is bounded by their imaginary constant (imaginary because observable throughout reality, the universe in which we exist all mass and energy travel at variable speeds and as I have just plainly shown SCIENTISTS KNOW THAT IS TRUE)!

already scientists have shown that information is in no way bounded by the speed of light:

http://atomiumculture.eu/content/quantum-physics-distance (shorter distances than this have been achieved in transmitting information faster than the speed of light in multiple experiments already to date)

https://www.google.com/search?q=scientists+have+teleported+information&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=scientists+have+teleported+information&aqs=chrome..69i57.11431j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8

https://www.google.com/search?q=quantum+spooky+action+faster+than+light&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=quantum+sp&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j69i57j0i4.4247j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8

In one breath adherents to the fiction of relativity will say the universal constant has nothing to do with how light actually travels or the properties of light; and in the next say that it is the observed speed of light "traveling in a vacuum" that determines their imaginary "universal constant". Setting an imaginary constant to bound how fast mass and energy can travel is like thinking you can post a speed limit of 100 mph in the age when automobiles and airplanes didn't exist yet and say because we have observed to date that nothing moves faster than this on earth; NO ONE IN ALL THE UNIVERSE WILL EVER MOVE FASTER THAN THIS! It is just plain RUBBISH!

The "universal constant" is imagined RUBBISH and if you don't think so; it is only because for some reason you are unwilling or unable to face reality. THE ONLY THING IN ALL THE UNIVERSE THAT IS UNCHANGING, IS OUR ETERNAL CREATOR. http://biblehub.com/hebrews/13-8.htm
2) THE DEFINITIONS OF ENERGY AND MASS ARE IN NO WAY SYNONYMOUS OR INTERCHANGABLE!
These are two entirely dissimilar terms! THEY CANNOT THEREFORE BE SET AS AN EQUIVALENCY BY
ANYONE, ANYTHING, and definitely not by a formula; no matter how beloved it is.

https://www.google.com/search?q=energy+definition&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=energy+de&aqs=chrome.1.69i57j0l5.4538j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8

https://www.google.com/search?q=definition+of+mass&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=definition+of+mass&aqs=chrome..69i57j0l5.3664j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8

the differences between mass and energy are so obvious the man who proposed e=mc^2 actually in his
own notes shows HE DIDN'T ACTUALLY LIMIT such proposed formula to such simplicity. (because even
Einstein knew there are MANY FACTORS (kinds of) energy and mass to consider interwoven throughout
space time) http://www.pitt.edu/~jdnorton/Goodies/Zurich_Notebook/ when scientists attempt to
"prove" the theory by mathematics they use clever deceptions like this one:

https://www.math.toronto.edu/mathnet/falseProofs/first1eq2.html

Specifically, they imagine a non-existent state of energy that defies it's own definition "energy at rest"
E0. WHERE IN THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE has this state been observed? YOU GUESSED IT! IT HASN'T!
(BECAUSE ENERGY IS NEVER "AT REST"; leastwise, not to the point where it can still actually be defined
as energy/ ability to do work.) The kind of energy at rest such proof assumes is fiction on an imagined
level equal to the intangible notion of "absolute zero". Theoretical physicists that attempt to imagine
such a state of being claim that neither energy or mass can actually exist at absolute zero.
https://www.google.com/search?q=neither+energy+or+mass+can+exist+at+absolute+zero&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=neither+energy+or+mass+can+exist+at+absolute+zero&aqs=chrome..69i57.13736j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 My point in showing people these things is
SCIENTISTS WANT EVERYONE TO BELIEVE THIS THEORY IS OBSERVABLE FACT; BASED ON NOTHING BUT
UBIQUITOUS OBSERVATIONS THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSE. And all I am saying is WRONG! that is
simply not true. Even their so called proofs are completely imaginary, based on imaginary (false)
concepts.

To summarize, I have provided observable evidence that the so called imagined universal constant is just
that IMAGINARY! It is simply not true in any way. LOOK AT THE CITED INFORMATION! READ!
I have shown you that scientists waffle back and forth on definitions in order to keep the illusion going that they are more intelligent than all the rest of us and are at liberty to define observable reality in any way that suits their purposes (desperate attempts to "prove" as true something that is fundamentally false like E=mc^2) in suggesting they have found "evidence" to support their chosen confirmation bias. But to us all read the definitions of energy and mass ALL of them and you will see what I am explaining here. When it comes right down to it the terms are dissimilar; so dissimilar that it was complete folly to attempt to equivocate them from the onset of the imagination that postulated the theory in the first place. ENERGY exists with/within AND ALL AROUND mass. ENERGY EXISTS WITHOUT MASS. It is ubiquitously obvious as the Light that bathes us moment by moment from our sun (and all the many stars throughout the universe); let alone the many "forces of attraction" that seem to overlap in so many scientific glossaries; like covalent bonding, molecular adhesion, electro-magnetism, gravity, fusion etc. energy relates to work and force; mass relates to an aspect of matter, weight, density. ENERGY ACTS UPON MASS, mass needs energy to even present itself as such; but the existence of ENERGY is in no way dependent conversely upon the existence of mass. For all the cited reasons (proof the speed of the imaginary "universal constant" has been broken in numerous ways on numerous occasions), and all the logic fallacies involved in any proposed "proofs" and the dissimilar definitions and the pervasive observable evidence in the universe all around us; E=mc^2 is obvious rubbish; such incredibly obvious rubbish, that those attempting to argue with me otherwise (at least to date) have only succeeded in making themselves look quite foolish.

And all the big bang theories I've ever heard are also total rubbish. Acolytes of modern theoretical physics have become so willfully ignorant, self-deluded and deceived that they will jump behind anyone presenting any fiction/fantasy/thought/imagination in the name of science over and above and against the proven fundamental Truth declared in the MOST RELIABLE REFERENCE BOOK IN ALL THE WORLD, the DIVINELY INSPIRED HOLY BIBLE. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ineffably-awesome-holy-bible/621311364614493 Thus you find such modern acolytes, in their madness, scoff at those of us who attempt to deliver them from the nonsense they choose to believe in; despite the Instruction from God Almighty, tried and tested over millenniums and still so True that modern science is STILL catching up with the knowledge it contains; but the willfully ignorant will say such things like the "big bang" theory is a common misconception that it's about an explosion. (That could be because not only is it still taught as such in public education, but English dictionaries universally translate "big bang" as such. - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8GgrUposIl) So the sane part of humanity points out that these logic-impaired, successfully brainwashed/deceived persons then go on to further explain how those of us trying to deliver them from their chosen state of insanity simply don't know anything about
physics by saying that the "big bang theory" NOW (it morphs into whatever connotations those presenting it want to; on a regular basis), so the "big bang theorie(S) have RECENTLY claimed energy existed BEFORE matter. If we agree to such a claim, we say congratulations! you've just proven the theory of relativity is false! (and it is - https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/emc2-is-rubbish/485479484864349) but the mush/crap in their brains; while accusing Bible believers of being "logic impaired"; just can't understand how saying on the one hand energy existed BEFORE/APART FROM mass/matter, and that the two terms are equal CANNOT BOTH BE TRUE! so they say energy has tiny particles in it that coalesce and become visible mass/matter, TINY PARTICLES NO MATTER HOW SMALL ARE STILL MASS/MATTER. Either energy exists apart from matter or it doesn't claiming energy is not mass/matter and yet it is, is EXACTLY what these people actally believe and yet they call Bible believers "logic impaired". http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_noncontradiction - one of the Fundamental Laws of Sound Logic and Reason.

I am not saying that energy does not exist within mass; holding it together, even substantial amounts of energy. Nor am I saying that a formula that suggests this relationship is wrong in suggesting that observation. What I am saying is that you can have a "formula" if you like, that achieves the desired result of attempting to estimate just how much energy is within various kinds of mass/matter WITHOUT coming to completely FALSE CONCLUSIONS in the process; like energy and mass are interchangeable terms or are dependent upon each other for either to exist (I reiterate mass is dependent upon energy to exist, but energy is NOT dependent upon mass to exist) or can be equivocated universally (by claiming all mass and all energy have a standard baseline relationship; when that is such nonsensense as the periodic table so plainly shows; in other words VARIOUS LEVELS of ENERGY are in DIFFERENT KINDS OF MASSES; VARIOUS QUANTITIES OF ENERGY are necessary to hold together various masses, matter, elements, atoms as their atomic weights tell us all so plainly; not to mention the properties of those various elements (how stable/unstabe they are)), or to falsely claim "mass gets heavier" just by moving it faster with relation to yourself or any other given mass traveling in the universe, or that there is a maximum speed limit for all mass and even information; leastwise, bounded (by anything other than the Speed of Thought by our CREATOR); as they have at present with the speed of light in a controlled manmade setting. (all those false conclusions exist; irrespective of true observation: that energy (various amounts of it; with/within mass; various kinds/types of it). And every one of those false conclusions exist because E=mc^2 is fundamentally not true. Think of it yet one more way; so that you fully understand that energy and mass are NOT interchangeable terms; ARE IN NO WAY equivalent: Imagine how long it would take the light coming from our sun to disappear completely from all space once the sun burns out (or any star or galaxy) If the speed of Light has been measured, that means LIGHT travels, and in an infinite Universe or boundless space it would continue traveling in all directions from the Light Source even after and if that Source was extinguished. So we have the clear example of the existence and presence of energy irrespective of the existence of mass/matter. PLEASE READ MY NOTES BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO DEBATE ME ON THIS TOPIC (follow and research the cited references); especially if your intent is to use logic fallacies such as those who resort to ad hominems instantly when confronted with any thing contrary to their present worldview.
Further content on these topics can be found in https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/religion-in-the-name-of-science/710078699071092

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/gravity/710872032325092

Even though I have read thousands of books in my lifetime; even though I have a background in biomedical sciences, natural sciences, fields of energy sciences, computer sciences, and many other varied careers; and all while yet doing years of study and research, deep meditation throughout my entire incarnation (I used to read encyclopedias as a child; various volumes of them from various publishers); I am NOT citing those as reasons as to how I know TRUTH from deception; lest people imagine that they must do the same. All you need to KNOW in order to know what is TRUE; is to know the ONE who is TRUTH; the ONE TRUE GOD, OUR CREATOR, LORD AND SAVIOR!!!!!!! http://biblehub.com/john/14-6.htm and http://biblehub.com/1_john/5-20.htm and http://biblehub.com/1_john/2-27.htm and http://biblehub.com/john/14-26.htm and http://biblehub.com/john/16-13.htm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ffzB_HK9sNU

I am often wrongly assumed to be coming from a position of arrogance (in writing such notes as https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/mentally-challenged/575010789244551, and https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/stupidity/527894057289558 and https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evolution-and-atheism-intertwined-religions-of-the-insane/492209810857983); instead; what I am doing is showing the truly arrogant, who laugh at and denigrate any and all "religious" persons; holding them in contempt and derision; that it is rather foolish of them to do so: 1) because anyone with a devotion to what they believe is religious themselves (especially some of these stubborn scientists who imagine a theory and then search for countless ways to find their own chosen confirmation bias (most often creating, (by predictable "experiments" DESIGNED to "prove" such theories; or worse - by numerous examples of intentional fraud), their own support for their own imagination; rather than, as they try to convince us all of, pure objectivity) 2) because when they ignore OVERWHELMING ACTUAL OBSERVABLE EVIDENCE like: http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evidence-of-god-our-creator/568134419932188 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230; IT IS THEN THAT THEY PRESENT THEMSELVES AS SO BLINDLY RELIGIOUS TO THEIR OWN WORLDVIEWS that if they really saw how much would be shamefully embarrassed (and I am trying to save them and any children they would indoctrinate with their rubbish from that shame by showing them factual evidence for the reality in
which we all exist; which doesn’t include the imaginary fictional theories many of them cling to in vain)
3) BECAUSE I KNOW THAT MANKIND WILL NEVER BE RID OF THEIR IMAGINATIONS, DECEPTIONS, DELUSIONS, RELIGIONS UNTIL EACH AND EVERY SOUL KNOWS THE ONE TRUE GOD, CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSE AND IS LEARNING FROM HIM DIRECTLY! I KNOW HE IS THE ANSWER, THE FOUNDATIONAL, FUNDAMENTAL TRUTH TO SOLVING ALL OUR PROBLEMS! As such, I want to bring all humanity to that realization as quickly as possible.

The New Testament has over 20000 manuscripts in existence verifying literary accuracy, MORE THAN ALL OTHER LITERATURE of antiquity COMBINED, more than even the Tanakh. Setting it aside is to set aside THE MOST SOLID AND VERIFIED DOCUMENTATION OF HISTORY, OF THE INCARNATION OF GOD AND HIS DEEDS that exists on EARTH! Claiming such history recorded by eyewitneses and verified by other sources OUTSIDE of the Holy Bible is on par with the nonsense in the quran or nothing but stories is to make yourself WILLFULLY IGNORANT of the MOST IMPORTANT FACTS EVER RECORDED ON PLANET EARTH! It is to willfully make yourself STUPID on a level that is self-destructive! In Denial of the ONE TRUE GOD, and the talmud disagrees with what GOD has sanctified and sealed, is clearly antichristian and satanic. that is NOT anti-semetic, that just a fact. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ineffably-awesome-holy-bible/621311364614493 ANYONE equating the Holy Bible Old AND New Covenant with the quran or other satanic gibberish is displaying an unacceptable level of ignorance that is so severe, if I could I would send them back to school for a proper education. And any fool setting aside the EVIDENCE of how to KNOW GOD in order to maintain such delusions as to denigrate the Holy Bible and threaten the People of GOD, I would recommend be restrained from public discourse in a reeducation environment until such delusions were no longer a part of their mindset. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-1/719346771477618 and https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-2/830858016993159

The Gospel of YAHOSHUAH is told in the stars muslims, so muslims and other unbelievers can stop pretending to be so ignorant and come to your senses. (attacking the Bible cannot do away with the Message of WHO the ONE TRUE GOD is!) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUQEMqF5dL8 the SIGN (http://biblehub.com/isaiah/7-14.htm) - The Sign of Immanuel

...13Then he said, "Listen now, O house of David! Is it too slight a thing for you to try the patience of men, that you will try the patience of my God as well? 14"Therefore the Lord Himself will give you a sign: Behold, a virgin will be with child and bear a son, and she will call His name Immanuel.

of GOD Incarnating was TIMED BY HIM; according to and coinciding with the SIGNS He made for mankind: (http://biblehub.com/genesis/1-14.htm) - The Fourth Day: Sun, Moon, Stars
14Then God said, "Let there be lights in the expanse of the heavens to separate the day from the night, and let them be for signs and for seasons and for days and years; 15and let them be for lights in the expanse of the heavens to give light on the earth"; and it was so....

Such that when YAHOSHUAH Incarnated (Immanuel - The Birth of Jesus)

...22Now all this took place to fulfill what was spoken by the Lord through the prophet: 23"BEHOLD, THE VIRGIN SHALL BE WITH CHILD AND SHALL BEAR A SON, AND THEY SHALL CALL HIS NAME IMMANUEL," which translated means, "GOD WITH US."

people all over the world would KNOW this is GOD in the flesh! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ff-Gp194XUU and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ6szvfApNM and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CtJ8Jjma5cM


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUQEMqF5dL8

When you are confronted with Truth and those of us who KNOW our CREATOR ask you, https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/are-you-a-christian/532952590117038 Are you one of the many wise souls GRATEFUL to GOD, our CREATOR, LORD and SAVIORhttps://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/saved-by-grace/584215104990786 that you will proudly; being certain of the fact; beyond all doubt be able to JOYFULLY answer, "YES! PRAISE ALMIGHTY GOD! YES!"
The Knowledge of GOD is so superior to any and all incarnate persons (yes, even idolized "scientists") that HE alone holds the pre-eminence in all things and He alone is the Source of All TRUTH, Knowledge, Wisdom and Understanding. For that very reason; other souls; especially children, should choose to learn from HIM; who is TRUTH; who will never lie to or deceive them; instead of the fantasies and imaginations of fallible men.

When I came to KNOW our Creator personally, I regretted every instant that I had spent of my incarnation in ignorance of Him. My notes are written for the purpose of saving others from that grief, that sorrow, that regret of not knowing the SOURCE of ALL TRUTH, ALL WISDOM, ALL KNOWLEDGE, ALL LOVE, ALL PEACE, ALL JOY, and every VIRTUE even one second longer. Please call upon Him now! Ask Him to REVEAL HIMSELF to YOU, personally! Be GRATEFUL for HIS Sacrifice on the CROSS to save your own soul from darkness, deception and every evil; not just from the hell to come; but from the hellish imaginations and wicked deeds we observe in the world we are already in; being thought and done by those who remain estranged from our CREATOR; either by ignorance or intent! He is not just LORD but HE IS SAVIOR; allow Him to SAVE you right now; to your present and everlasting JOY! Learn from GOD, my friends; Learn from Him now and forever!
Energy and mass are related to each other by the well-known formula $E_0 = mc^2$, where $E_0$ is the rest energy, $m$ is the mass, and $c$ is the speed of light in vacuum. This means that mass and energy are equivalent.

The 'effective' mass $M$ of an object moving relative to an observer at rest is given by where $E$ is the energy of the object and $m$ is the mass of the object. This formula is called the relativistic mass formula.

High School Physics - Mass Energy Equivalence

YOUTUBE.COM

March 23, 2014 at 8:56am · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Michael Swenson ^ 1) "$E_0$ is the rest energy" = pure imagination/false premise as there exists no such thing in reality; such a state as "rest energy" is so obviously flawed as it defies the very definition of energy; especially as it is observed in REALITY. 2) "c is the speed of light in vacuum" light can and DOES
travel at variable speeds (even in a fictionally imagined "vacuum") it can be accelerated/decelerated even stopped HAD YOU BOTHERED TO READ MY NOTES ON THE SUBJECT BEFORE REPLYING YOU WOULD HAVE SEEN THE SCIENCE BEHIND THAT! and thereby escaped showing yourself to be one of the religious acolytes that ignore FACTS in favor of supporting FICTION and demonstrating what our Creator calls foolishness: http://biblehub.com/proverbs/18-13.htm

Proverbs 18:13 To answer before listening-- that is folly and shame.

He that answers a matter before he hears it, it is folly and shame to him. that Then shall you inquire, and make search, and ask diligently; and, ?

BIBLEHUB.COM

March 23, 2014 at 9:04am · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Michael

"Don't worry about hurting my feelings because I guarantee you not one bit of my self esteem is tied up in your acceptance"

-Dr. Phil InstaQuote
Today's words of encouragement. Don't let one person's opinion of you change YOUR opinion of YOURSELF. -Mimi G

Scott Graham I find it very odd when I post a comment on a "Christian" friend's posts that maybe science and religion can co-exist. I get called names and insulted. Now, I have never insulted or hinted that your beliefs are narrow minded and wrong no matter what you post. It would be nice that I might be extended the same courtesy.

Michael Swenson The reason I ask you to READ my notes before replying; is then you would understand I AM NOT insulting you or anyone (hence the post just before your last one (should be applied and adopted by all). I suppose unless they choose willingly to remain in an unsupportable level of ignorance when factual, truthful knowledge is handed to them; that they won't/don't even bother to read or research before laughing at and criticizing; then if they want to consider themselves insulted; they are of course free to do so); but such is NEVER my intent. My intent is to show how many while thinking they are "irreligious" and militantly advocating BANNING religion (especially in public education) actually are only in favor of spreading their own religion; which, at present, happens to be by hijacking science with science fiction. and of course my intent is Truth; and to save souls by bringing them to a saving knowledge of our Creator, Lord and Savior. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-eternal-creator-can-be-known/495815193830778 and help people not to present themselves as http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/mentally-challenged/575010789244551 by teaching the Truth! http://www.facebook.com/.../evidence-of.../568134419932188 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230

Michael Swenson

The Eternal Creator can be Known

Continue Reading

March 23, 2014 at 10:00am · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Scott Graham Your last posts wasn't up when I wrote my last post..

March 23, 2014 at 11:31am · Like

Michael Swenson your reading comprehension needs to be improved: "(hence the post just before your last one (should be applied and adopted by all)." which contains "https://www.facebook.com/mimigstyleblog/photos/a.194656517331551.45183.194642400666296/451226551674545/?type=1&theater and http://biblehub.com/galatians/1-10.htm" My notes contain links to cutting edge technologies, current events, scientific breakthroughs, present and historic facts; overwhelming scientific and ubiquitous evidence about truth and reality; and you post a video that shows high school indoctrination of pure fiction forced on them in the name of science. (because you commented before reading any of my citations or references that justify my stated conclusions). So try not to be offended when I respond accordingly; at your own attempt to suggest that I have no knowledge of high school level physics lessons/brainwashing/indoctrination (the presenter in the video you posted (https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded...) makes so many false statements in the first 2 minutes; it is absolutely not worth watching the rest); while ignoring the post graduate level findings cited and referenced in my own notes.
"Don't worry about hurting my feelings because I guarantee you not one bit of my self esteem is tied up in your acceptance" -Dr. Phil

Mimi G. Style Like Page

March 12, 2014 ·

Today's words of encouragement. Don't let one person's opinion of you change YOUR opinion of YOURSELF. -Mimi G

March 23, 2014 at 5:03pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Michael Swenson https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded
Secret Military Space Mirrors

Are miniaturized versions of the world's largest ionospheric heater (HAARP) all around us modifying the weather? Have...

YOUTUBE.COM

March 23, 2014 at 5:27pm · Like · Remove Preview

Scott Graham I posted that video because I thought it was fitting to the same level of logic you used to make your assessment of relativity. If someone wants to prove to me that a theory is wrong they better use more than a Bible. I don't want to debate the history of the Bible and or if it is the only way to get to the afterlife. I have to assume that because of your strong belief in the scriptures that you also do not believe that carbon dating is accurate in telling of times gone by?

March 23, 2014 at 6:15pm · Like

Michael Swenson You persistent ignorance is showing; not only of the GREATEST, MOST RELIABLE BOOK in the entire world BY FAR https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ineffably-awesome-holy-bible/621311364614493 but of all the material cited (which is SUBSTANTIALLY more than just what is contained in the Bible). Your comment leads one to conclude either you did not read my notes, look at the cited references OR for some reason are intentionally disseminating misinformation (in attempting to claim that my arguments are exclusively biblically based (rather than the scientific and ubiquitous evidence I clearly refer to in my notes). P.S. my logic uses "laymen's terms" so that even persons whose level of reading comprehension is as obviously challenged as yours is; might understand that even a child can see e=mc^2 is false. Sadly, in your case, I underestimated the power of psychological denial and all those who like yourself are in favor of practicing http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/stupidity/527894057289558 when confronted with evidence that is contrary to their present beliefs; by rejecting sound arguments in favor
of illogical, irrational, imaginations. I have patience with anyone who is teachable, willing to learn; but you have made it perfectly clear; you are unwilling to listen to, read, watch, or ascertain any knowledge that is contrary to your present state of chosen willful ignorance; as such it is a fruitless endeavor for us to converse any further. Perhaps someone else might penetrate your dense delusions. I will pray the Almighty does for the sake of your soul; then if you do become enlightened; I would be most delighted to hear from you; but as you are at present; it is best we no longer chat. adieu.

Michael Swenson

March 20, 2014 ·

The Ineffably Awesome Holy Bible


https://www.facebook.com/revival.tabernacle.54/photos/a.491231494237491.120817.491214847572489/784491788244792/?type=1

... Continue Reading

March 24, 2014 at 12:02am · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Michael Swenson https://www.facebook.com/GCSience/photos/a.296894256999715.69511.278360458853095/709652112390592/?type=1&theater ... many of them falsely accuse Christians of logic fallacies while making their own. I am learning why Paul wanted to preach the Gospel and know the Power of His Resurrection primarily. (because it is nearly impossible to reason with people who are in favor of being unreasonable) http://biblehub.com/philippians/3-10.htm and http://biblehub.com/ephesians/6-19.htm So just presenting the Truth in Power and Authority is the obvious course of action; instead of addressing all the many deceptions. May the Lord our GOD raise up multitudes in all the world who do so! In Yahoshuah's Holy and Omnipotent Name, Amen!
Michael Swenson http://beforeitsnews.com/.../dark-angels-in-disguise-you...

Dark Angels In Disguise: You Must Wake Up Now, or Be Enslaved! Have You Been Deceived Already?...

BEFOREITSNEWS.COM

March 27, 2014 at 4:02pm · Like · Remove Preview
Daystar Television Network

March 30, 2014

Take time to seek The Lord this morning! He loves you and wants an intimate personal relationship with you! smile emoticon

March 30, 2014 at 5:20pm · Like · Remove Preview

Michael Swenson

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10203571194626418...

March 31, 2014 at 2:36pm · Like
Soviet KGB defector & Communist propaganda expert, predicts Obama's...
Cognitive Dissonance

“Sometimes people hold a core belief that is very strong. When they are presented with evidence that works against that belief, the new evidence cannot be accepted. It would create a feeling that is extremely uncomfortable, called cognitive dissonance.

And because it is so important to protect the core belief, they will rationalize, ignore and even deny anything that doesn’t fit in with the core belief.”

- Frantz Fanon

The Mind Unleashed with Don D Parker and 6 others. Like Page

March 23, 2014 ·

This is why some people won’t listen.

May 31, 2014 at 8:56pm · Like · Remove Preview

Michael Swenson http://www.uncommondescent.com/.../a-world-famous.../

A world-famous chemist tells the truth: there’s no scientist alive today who understands...
Evolutionists claim that evolution is a scientific fact. The creationist claims that evolution is a religion built on faith and guarded with religious zeal. You Decide.

God Bless You As You Walk With Him This Day

Charles
I Have a Problem

Like us? http://www.facebook.com/lwwotm Visit us: http://www.livingwaters.com Inspiring and equipping...

YOUTUBE.COM

August 12, 2014 at 10:25pm · Like · Remove Preview

Michael

https://www.facebook.com/191900549668/photos/a.220794709668.166465.191900549668/10152692604874669/?type=1&theater
Michael Swenson https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3szaF5R3wsc&feature=youtu.be

ILLUMINATI PLANS 2014 - To Kill Billion People ( NEW WORLD ORDER 2014 )

YOUTUBE.COM

October 4, 2014 at 12:43am · Like · Remove Preview
Michael Swenson

Stephen Hawking and Leonard Mlodinow’s Inadvertent Proof for God | Word on Fire

WORDONFIRE.ORG

October 22, 2014 at 3:25pm · Like · Remove Preview

Michael Swenson

https://www.facebook.com/CollectiveEvolutionPage/photos/a.10151198752138908.475684.131929868907/10152742692888908/?type=1
"There are two ways to be fooled. One is to believe what isn't true. The other is to refuse to accept what is true." - Soren Kierkegaard
Michael Swenson  An ignorant person decided to post a rather blasphemous video one day to which I responded in the following way: I hope you’re not as ignorant as the presenter of that video you posted.

1) evidence of existence after death has been studied and so much so there is a million dollar challenge to anyone who can invalidate the evidence [http://www.victorzammit.com/](http://www.victorzammit.com/)  

2) after death experiences are being documented daily [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQ8TEGMj-ic](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQ8TEGMj-ic)  

3) virtually every example of evil shown is due to human ignorance and wickedness (not the fault of our Creator at all, the fault lies directly on ignorant and wicked persons) [https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/why-so-much-suffering/735857516493210](https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/why-so-much-suffering/735857516493210)  

4) GOD declared Himself Plainly when He Incarnated and Showed His Character to us all as Truly GOOD. The Annunciation, Declaration, Incarnation, Crucifixion, and Resurrection of YAHOSHUAH is the most documented event and broadcast event in the history of the world (but people STILL blaspheme and deny and go on ignorantly and wickedly like the fool running his mouth in the video you posted. [https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-1/7193467714777618](https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-1/7193467714777618) and [https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-2/830858016993159](https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-2/830858016993159)  

5) BECAUSE mankind is REJECTING THE OPPORTUNITY to KNOW AND COMMUNICATE AND LEARN FROM OUR CREATOR, wicked people are creating oppressive condition on earth that the vast majority are suffering under (again not the fault of our Creator at all, but the fault of very evil people and the fact that apparently the masses don't love themselves enough to stand up and depose those evil persons so attacking them [https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/why-care/814117475333880](https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/why-care/814117475333880) and [https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101](https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101) and [https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/strategies-of-war/674592165953079](https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/strategies-of-war/674592165953079)  


7) BUT when wicked people REFUSE to do as He tells us and live righteously GOD does chastise them; in many ways; in an effort to get mankind to stop being so ignorant and wicked as the person speaking in the video you posted and
those Divine Judgments are found in the Holy Bible that same person was so openly denigrating: https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/observable-divine-judgments/732720553473573 (so that poor blasphemous fool along with all like him will end up in hell and most deservedly so; if he fails to come to his senses; only when he is there he won’t be blaspheming God in such a way as to deceive others who might not know any better. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-madness-of-judging-or-falsely-accusing-god/787336411345320

8) YAHOSHUAH came to save us from not just the hell to come but from the hell mankind is already in DUE TO THEIR IGNORANCE AND WICKEDNESS AND OUTRIGHT REBELLIOUS REFUSAL TO LIVE RIGHTEOUSLY as He Commands of us all. He came and taught us only Truth in a world of lies (like everything that spewed from the speaker’s mouth in the video you posted - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-i3mX0YRrjM) He came to deliver us from all that satanism, witchcraft, paganism, heathen barbarism of the many deceptive worldviews and wicked ideologies https://www.facebook.com/.../satanilevil.../633572213388408 He gave us DIVINE INSTRUCTIONS to deliver us from this present hellish darkness of such ignorance and wickedness mankind is doing to one another! https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/why-we-all-need-instructions-from-our-creator-to-live-by/53344303401200

It's a cryin shame that even though the GREAT AND GLORIOUS NEWS of HOW TO KNOW OUR CREATOR is BROADCAST WORLDWIDE 24/7 and His Holy Word has been published globally in over 5000 languages that this person blames GOD and the Holy Bible for his perverse perception of the world and what He has read in it! A cryin shame, that HE is part of the problems he claims to decry; Especially since https://www.facebook.com/.../god-made.../737032859709009 I hope you choose not to follow in that path of such self-destructive foolishness and will take the time to read these cited notes that are about matters of life, death and everlasting destinies.

April 25, 2015 at 11:13am · Like

Michael Swenson when the IQ of muslims is on average 40-50 points below the Christian west https://youtu.be/ms9NrdiJHRA?t=3010, it is no wonder they can find an occasional woman so ignorant that they would join something that abuses her own soul. islam isn't just overtly evil, it is plainly so deceptive as to leave muslims in incredible ignorance. http://wikiislam.net/wiki/Scientific_Errors_in_the_Quran

http://www.barenakedislam.com/.../muslim-inbreeding-the.../

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=770378606370667...

http://sonsoflibertymedia.com/.../oklahoma-christian.../

islam is so evil that terrorism from muslims upon the rest of the world is a daily tragedy! TENS of THOUSANDS of terrorist attacks in the past decade! hundreds of islamic terrorist groups! [http://www.trackingterrorism.org/groups/list](http://www.trackingterrorism.org/groups/list) all loose on earth wrecking havoc, death and destruction, yet the rest of the world STILL fails to act and INTERNATIONALLY BAN islam!!!!!!!! [http://www.thereligionofpeace.com/](http://www.thereligionofpeace.com/)

[https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1012783898735451](https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1012783898735451) if this was uncommon in islam, we could say that it is only a deranged madman; but not arresting islam and banning it worldwide is like leaving a psychotic mass murderer loose who tells you he intends and is going to go on doing all these wicked things and more:

pictures are worth many words: the faces of satanic islam: WARNING GRAPHIC IMAGES

[https://www.google.com/search](https://www.google.com/search)... and

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ya3sAnc6EMA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ya3sAnc6EMA)

[https://www.google.com/search](https://www.google.com/search)... and

[https://www.google.com/search](https://www.google.com/search)... and

[https://www.google.com/search?q=islamic%20beheadings](https://www.google.com/search?q=islamic%20beheadings)... and

[https://www.google.com/search](https://www.google.com/search)... and

[https://www.google.com/search](https://www.google.com/search)... and

while they murder innocent people they praise their perverse, wicked, insane, genocidal god: [https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant](https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant)

[https://www.youtube.com/results](https://www.youtube.com/results)


you need to be smacked HARD if you dare denigrate Christians and the God of the Holy Bible and His Followers with the evil that FORCED them to take up arms in order to stop such horrendous atrocities on earth! The Christians and godly righteous persons are who you need to THANK you weren't RAPED REPEATEDLY as a small child and enslaved thereafter! letting these demons into Christian nations is TREASONOUS!
delusionary and/or deceitful muslims like to CLAIM all the islamic terrorists attacks and islamic atrocities and human rights violations are not representative of isalm BUT: 1) muhammad did such atrocities 2) his followers did such atrocities 3) 1400 years of such atrocities all done by muslims 4) quran, suras, hadiths teach such atrocities 5) muslims are taught to lie to non-muslims 6) muslims are taught to murder non-muslims 7) the leader of islam taught and did such evil, the followers of islam throughout history to this very day also teach and do such evil THEREFORE:

Islamic Sexuality A Survey Of Evil

www.losdiscipulos.org Islamic Sexuality A Survey Of Evil

YOUTUBE.COM

April 28, 2015 at 5:59pm · Like · Remove Preview
Michael Swenson https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uGu-QmfNNSQ

End Times Warning - Mazzaroth and The Appointed Times 2014
YOUTUBE.COM
April 29, 2015 at 4:33pm · Like · Remove Preview

Michael Swenson macro-evolutionists YOUR BELIEF IS RELIGIOUS! There is NOTHING scientific, NO empirical evidence to support evolution NOTHING! FACE IT! If evolution were true INTERMEDIARY SPECIES between the dogs (mammals) and whales would STILL BE ALIVE, likewise between APE-LIKE and HUMANS! and all the OTHER IMAGINATIONS horse-like and giraffes! but we have billions of each of the supposed results of evolution, and we still have species that SUPPOSEDLY are like their common ancestors with NOTHING in between them. The fossil record shows diversity of species many of which have become extinct; but the BILLIONS of intermediaries are NO WHERE TO BE FOUND! Contrary to evolution, the Biblical Account DOES HAVE OBSERVABLE EVIDENCE, DOES HAVE SCIENTIFIC SUPPORT THROUGHOUT! Creation is the REALITY in which we exist (hands down! no contest whatsoever between Biblical Creation and imaginary evolution!) - evolutionists instead of throwing up ad hominems and their usual nonsense need to consider the FACTS cited in these two presentationshttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gjuwne0RrE andhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iktmmd7YnD8 You see, Creationists DO NOT DISMISS THE RECORDED HISTORY of mankind that tells us PLAINLY about Creation and is FACTULLY supported by what we observe, but evolutionists SWEEP history aside COMPLETELY and assign their own fairy tales to what we observe.https://www.facebook.com/note...
PART OF THAT MOST SIGNIFICANT HISTORY BEING IGNORED IS HOW THE CREATION ACCOUNT IS TOLD IN THE STARS AND EVEN HOW AND WHEN OUR CREATOR WOULD COME AND SAVE MANKIND!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUQEmqF5dL8


GET THIS CLEAR; VERY, VERY CLEAR; LET IT SINK IN! SCIENCE OVERWHEMINGLY SUPPORTS THE BIBLICAL ACCOUNT; SCIENCE DOES NOT SUPPORT the entire evolutionary paradigm currently being forced upon innocent children in coerced public indoctrination and reinforced through deceptive media programming on television; from cosmic evolution on through to biological macro evolution! LET ME REPHRASE THIS; SCIENCE SUPPORTS, CONFIRMS, PROVES AS VALID THE BIBLICAL ACCOUNT (IS WHAT WE ACTUALLY OBSERVE); SHOWING BEYOND ALL REASONABLE DOUBT, THAT IT IS MOST DEFINITELY THE CREATIONISTS THAT ARE THE ONES WHO BASE THEIR FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND WORLDVIEW ON REASON AND SCIENCE; NOT ANY of those who cling to and espouse evil-u-shun!

https://www.facebook.com/.../the-religion.../729829070429388

Michael Swenson

November 22, 2014 ·

The Modern Evolutionary Paradigm is NOT SCIENCE, it isn't even good Science Fiction part 1 of 5

In the Holy and Omnipotent Name of YAHOSHUAH (JESUS CHRIST), I command the spirit of error and all foul and unclean spirits to depart from all who read these words. I call for the spirit of Repentance to come upon all who read these words and May GOD our FATHER grant His Holy Spirit to all who read these words and ful...

Continue Reading

May 1, 2015 at 9:13am · Like · Remove Preview

Michael Swenson bottom line you don't have to be a scientist to know the evolutionary paradigm is clearly NOT scientific. Nothing regarding evolutionary cosmology (origin of the universe has been observed or replicated in a lab), nothing regarding chemical evolutionlikewise (how the quarks became all the various elements) and nothing regarding stellar evolutionary claims, abiogenesis claims, and macro-evolution claims has ever been observed or demonstrated and replicated in a lab. UNDERSTAND
the evolutionary paradigm is IMAGINARY! NOT scientific. 1) EVERYTHING came from nothing - https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant... It doesn't matter what their excuse for such mental acrobatics and nonsensical imaginations are, when ANYONE VIOLATES THE FOUNDATIONAL LAWS OF KNOWLEDGE AND SCIENCE itself to believe something so OBVIOUSLY FALSE, they have passed the state of willful ignorance, stupidity, and are well on their way to total insanity! - The "universe from nothing" violates the Laws of Non-contradiction and Causality; which as Aristotle put it, must exist for anyone to know anything at all. (Evolutionary Cosmology as is being taught in the name of science today is OVERTLY RELIGIOUS; not even remotely rationally supportable, and is MOST DEFINITELY NOT scientific.)

2) They go on to claim the Causeless EVERYTHING universe not only came from nothing, BUT that includes ALL forms of energy and matter! (Chemical evolution of how atoms formed, molecules, and all the various elements and forms of energy, have yet to be demonstrated by anyone and as such the "theories" fall once again outside the realm of science and the scientific method and are purely religious). YET is all being taught as FACT even though those teaching such things cannot demonstrate what they BELIEVE by blind faith. (everything causeless came from nothing and without directed cause mysteriously assembled itself into separate forms of energy and elements).

3) Atheists and evolutionists further go on to espouse their religious beliefs regarding stellar evolution. How not only the causeless universe that came from nothing causelessly assembled itself into all known forms of energy and matter, BUT that those forms of energy and matter were so balanced as to combine into stars, planets, asteroids, comets, etc. and even our earth. WHY are there larger galaxies, smaller galaxies, larger stars, smaller stars, etc. IF it all began with ONE form of energy and undefined massless particles, HOW did assembly not only atomically occur, the elements, but VARIOUS concentrations of elements in stars and planets? AND why did assembly occur at all and HOW are these various masses of various elements and properties held together; in clear violation of the Law of Entropy and the scientific properties of those various elements and isotopes? With every step one takes in the modern popular evolutionary paradigm, one gets further and further away from TRUTH and reality into the depths of abject delusions, deceptions and irrational fantasies!

4) Abiogenesis - the nonsense being forced on mass millions in the name of so called science, DISREGARDS SCIENCE and WHAT WE ALL OBSERVE to make ANOTHER IMPOSSIBLE CLAIM! The Law of Biogenesis alone is IRREFUTABLE EVIDENCE of our ETERNAL CREATOR! LIFE COMES FROM LIFE - https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god/719346771477618; it absolutely does NOT come from the nothing that became everything that causelessly defined itself into elements and forms of energy, and to top it all off those causeless, chaotic particles and energy not only assembled themselves together but without any reason whatsoever SPRANG TO LIFE one day!!!!!!!! WHAT IS BEING FORCED ON CHILDREN as the evolutionary constructs taught in the name of science today IS TOTAL MADNESS!!!!!!!! http://biblehub.com/romans/1-22.htm and http://biblehub.com/romans/1-28.htm

5) SO FAR, the IMPOSSIBLE hurdles that atheists and evolutionists mentally jump are: a)everything came from nothing b) forms of energy and defined atomic structure "evolved" into existence without any
rational explanation as to why or how c) in defiance of entropy and elemental properties these invisible particulates assembled themselves into visible matter of galaxies, stars, planets in various sizes and dimensions, in various concentrations from the causeless "cosmic inflation" event. d) life sprang into existence from non-life. ALL OF THESE MENTAL GYMNAS蒂CS VIOLATE THE LAWS OF SCIENCE, KNOWLEDGE AND REASON!!!!!!!!!! everything from nothing, order from chaos, life from non-life are ALL DIRECT CONTRADICTIONS! otherwise known as IMPOSSIBILITIES!!!!!!!! Conversely, Creationists KNOW our Eternal Creator and learn directly from Him. The Creationist worldview is BASED on what we OBSERVE! Recorded history regarding the Incarnation of our Creator and Creation confirming that history. Thus the Creationists are on the side of WHAT IS OBSERVABLE and VERIFIABLE and REPEATABLE, in that ANYONE can KNOW our Eternal Creator and learn from HIM and in the learning from HIM, both by studying His Creation, His Written words and by His Spirit, we receive direct confirmation of the Creation account (as I have posted but few seem to take the time to read even though it is about such pre-eminently important topic and knowing and learning from our Creator directly!)
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Michael Swenson https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZGN6EKjvAo
Book of Enoch: REAL STORY of Fallen Angels, Devils & Man (NEPHILIM,...
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WATCH: Thousands of Middle East Muslims Accepting Christ

Iran. Saudi Arabia. Pakistan. Sudan. Egypt. Christianity is multiplying into the millions, despite persecution by radical Islamists.

The Truth cannot be contained, and right now, it's all thanks to the "Air War."

Watch the video to see how Christ is captivating Muslim hearts.
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Michael Swenson I would like to continue on this train of thought, because it touches a sore nerve so to speak, on how many mock, laugh, roll their eyes at the thought of giants, dragons, knights, dragon slayers, devils, demons, vampires, ghouls, king arthur and the round table, and such and then because the HOLY BIBLE addresses the manifold UNIQUE Creations of GOD, lump THEM ALTOGETHER into the category of myths, legends and fantasies. EVEN THOUGH we have EVIDENCE that such things are NOT, but were/ARE REAL! It actually makes me angry when I see any creature daring to denigrate others, when we KNOW GOD made us all! and ALL unique! Denigrate, wickedness! Denigrate evil! Denigrate abominations! But the rest is a matter of perspective (judge not by appearances) So when I see that adorable little munchkin https://www.facebook.com/l.php... I see an internationally famous unique creation, with a voice that reminds me of the many innumerable voices of the creatures in Paradise. AND I see LIVING EVIDENCE of things that once were BUT HAVE BEEN suppressed by those wanting to lump all such knowledge into the category of myth and legend in order to deny reality (that of GOD our CREATOR). For example, we know the author http://archive.archaeology.org/online/news/arthur.html and http://www.history.co.uk/.../articles/the-real-king-arthur may have embellished but yet, kings, knights, dragons and dragon-slayers REALLY EXISTED! https://www.google.com/search...beowolf and such "legends" actually in their day were just NEWS, like the news we read in newspapers! http://ldolphin.org/cooper/ch10.html WE ARE SEEING "rhinos" going EXTINCT, these were once called dragons! So we are SEEING how "myths and legends" MANY are REAL but fall into the category of such with the passage of time by THOSE TRYING TO IGNORE REALITY, GOD and HIS RECORD given to mankind! TRUTH! https://www.google.com/search...people dismiss ALL of it as fantasy art BUT that is because they IGNORE the layers upon layers of recorded history and the fact that such tapestries, statues, are linked to THEIR OWN RECORDED "newspapers" of their times! In other words, they ARE NOT fantasies at all, just considered such by people INTENTIONALLY IGNORING REALITY! https://www.google.com/search?q=humans%20with%20horns... vampires and such with horns linked to devils and demons because it is part of ACTUAL history! (and remnants are STILL on earth!) https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-serpent-seed-nephilim-rephaim-bestials-hybrids/570496899695940 just like the giants https://www.google.com/search?q=living%20giants... AND the dwarves and gnomes, and MUCH of all that is brushed aside by THOSE WHO ARE ACTUALLY LIVING IN fantasies and delusions IN DENIAL
of REALITY! now modern science likes to give ALL these things NEW names or claim mutations, diseases, etc. such that PLAIN language of history is swept aside by their clever mechanisms. GIANTS WERE CALLED GIANTS, today such persons suffer from abnormalities causing rare cases of gigantism. And the same with the dwarves and gnomes. dragons have become dinosaurs that in their delusions went extinct millions of years ago despite all evidence to the contrary. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-modern-evolutionary-paradigm-is-not-science-it-isnt-even-good-science-fiction/747467775332184 which brings me to my ultimate point, that IMAGINATIONS are nothing more than IMAGES of the spiritual realm. (dreams and visions come from three sources) 1) GOD our CREATOR who DEFINES TRUTH EXCLUSIVELY in ALL CREATION, sets the boundaries for what is, is not and can and cannot be, ALL TRUE KNOWLEDGE comes from His HOLY SPIRIT of TRUTH, the SPIRIT of CHRIST, the HOLY GHOST, our INVISIBLE, ETERNAL CREATOR, who defines and makes manifest all that is TRUE in HIS CREATION, 2) the spirit of error, the deceiver the devil, the spirit of fantasy, THOSE controlled by this spirit DENY REALITY as I have just pointed out and in that denial are actually living in delusionary fantasy! and so deceptive dreams and visions over which those having them have no control lead them astray in dark and evil ways, pride, arrogance, disdain of others for no reason of any justifiable merit (racism, sexism, pride, arrogance, lusts of the eyes and flesh and every kind of vice is what such dark dreams and visions lead into; these come from the unholy spirit of error, the devil) 3) our own imaginations, our CREATOR has imbued in us all the ability to ALSO CREATE (within what HE allows) all that HE disallows (created evil) will be destroyed. (dreams and visions that come from our own imaginations we can control, we can change the imagery, we can change or stop the entire dream or vision at our own will; not so the other two main categories of such.) So REALITY is NOT subject to the most subjective perceptions of so many but rather is DEFINED BY GOD ALONE and is OBJECTIVE TRUTH, what can be plainly observed and known by knowing and uniting with HIM. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/how-to-know-truth-in-a-world-of-lies/622590531153243
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Two-year-old Charlotte weighs less than eight pounds and wears the clothes of a newborn baby. At 22 inches tall, she is half the height she...
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Much of the gibberish coming out of theoretical physics these days gives more credence to the fact that people; even so-called scientists can be more irrational and delusional than purporting anything sound or scientific. Something from nothing violates the very foundational laws of epistemology; the laws upon which knowledge itself is based. (Laws of Causality and Non-Contradiction) looks like Hawking is becoming delusional in his effort to deny the OBVIOUS... Our Eternal Creator.  

Gary Robokoff to Human evolution is a FAIRY TALES STORY!

This is a debate thread for Christopher Fraley
And myself.

We are going to debate the very beginning.
quantum mechanics and quantum field theory appear to me to be nothing more than putting new words and terms to old ideas. (kind of like calling "dragons", "dinosaurs" in order to suppress actual history.) GOD has told us for millennia that what is VISIBLE is presented by what is NOT! 

**Michael Swenson**

April 25, 2015

The Space Time Continuum
Michael Swenson There is NO DOUBT WHATSOEVER that YAHOSHUAH is the ONE TRUE GOD!!!!!!!
NOTHING is MORE OBVIOUS in ALL of HISTORY! NOTHING and NO ONE even comes CLOSE to
DEMONSTRATING DIVINITY! THERE IS NO DOUBT WHATSOEVER THAT YAHOSHUAH BOTH DECLARED
ALONE is the WAY to ETERNAL LIFE!!!!!!!!! https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/christ-crucified/735365403209088 and https://www.facebook.com/.../holy-

Why not become a personal eyewitness of the Messiah today, call on YAHOSHUAH and tell Him if He is the ONE TRUE MESSIAH to forgive you your sins and unbelief and to reveal Himself to you, so that you can KNOW Him! Then you will join the billions of us worldwide who already do! http://biblehub.com/jeremiah/31-34.htm Those STILL in denial of the Divinity of YAHOSHUAH are dismissing REALITY! (they are choosing to live in their delusions; regardless of history and observable creation) some WRONGLY say if Jesus, a human, could become GOD, why not me? so I reply to them (although it will be a miracle if any such mad fools come to their senses; so I write more hoping no one else chooses to be so delusional) human did not BECOME God! GOD chose to Incarnate TO DECLARE HIMSELF PLAINLY to us all! https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-1/719346771477618 the day you HEAL every disease, malady, sickness known to man (LIKE YAHOSHUAH - http://biblehub.com/matthew/4-23.htm), the day you stop storms (LIKE YAHOSHUAH http://biblehub.com/matthew/8-27.htm), the day you raise the dead (LIKE YAHOSHUAH http://biblehub.com/john/11-43.htm and http://biblehub.com/john/11-25.htm), the day you speak only TRUTH, words of GOD (LIKE YAHOSHUAH - http://biblehub.com/john/12-49.htm and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eqnNuQ6S5OA), the day you create substance and transform substance (LIKE YAHOSHUAH - https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John+2:1-11 and https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/...), the day you lay down your own life and raise it up again (LIKE YAHOSHUAH http://biblehub.com/john/10-18.htm and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ay_Db4RwZ_M and https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-2/830858016993159) is the day your presently mad claim to being a god or goddess or any other fantasy, myth, delusion you might claim, might be considered. THE moment ANYONE can show THEY or some other FULFILLS ALL THE MESSIANIC PROPHECIES SINCE THE BEGINNING, LIKE YAHOSHUAH, http://www.accordingtothescriptures.org/.../353prophecies..., is the day even I, who have seen the Risen LORD of Creation face to face, will humor their rantings and ravings; otherwise, RIGHT NOW IT JUST MAKES all such persons LOOK LIKE AN EXTREMELY IGNORANT, DEMONIC FOOL! https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-2/830858016993159
Michael Swenson http://sonsoflibertymedia.com/.../george-washingtons.../
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Bart Erhman The number one leading atheist in the world definitely believes Jesus is a man of history. Once a person establishes Jesus is a man of history you have to ask yourself, what evidence is there? That same evidence will corroborate in the lineup with the very statements in the Bible about the life of Jesus.. When an atheist tells you Jesus never existed use BART to correct them. He's the pope of atheism.

June 2, 2015

Michael Swenson the only reason ANYONE believes in evolution is DESPITE the FACT all scientific disciplines have disproven it, is that antichrists currently control finance and are INTENTIONALLY brainwashing the masses through public indoctrination and media. To SET... See More
November 22, 2014 ·

The Modern Evolutionary Paradigm is NOT SCIENCE, it isn't even good Science Fiction part 1 of 5

In the Holy and Omnipotent Name of YAHOSHUAH (JESUS CHRIST), I command the spirit of error and all foul and unclean spirits to depart from all who read these words. I call for the spirit of Repentance to come upon all who read these words and May GOD our FATHER grant His Holy Spirit to all who read these words and ful...

Continue Reading
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Atomi Alexandra to The knowledge of God leads to true scientific understanding
In 1953, molecular biologists James Watson and Francis Crick published a discovery that has drastically changed our scientific understanding of life. They had discovered the double-helical structure of DNA which contains encoded or "written" information making cells living libraries. This discovery opened up a new era in molecular biology considering that information was the key factor in describing the intricate functionality of the cell.

But why do cells need information? Information requires design, an intelligent agency of some sort to generate and process functional data. Nearly all cells contain DNA. The human Genome alone contains approximately 3 billion chemical "rungs" - base pairs.

In 1957 Crick proposed that the linear sequence in the chemical rungs form the coded instructions. Information can be processed in many ways and in the case of cells it is stored and processed chemically through DNA as the key compound.

German scientist Bernd-Olaf Kuppers stated:
"carried over the realm of human language the molecular text describing the construction of a bacterial cell would be the size of a thousand page book".

David Dreamer (chemistry professor) wrote:
"one is struck by the complexity of even the simplest form of life".

To describe the writing in DNA as "molecular-genetic language" is more than "mere metaphor" said Kuppers.
"Like human language the molecular genetic language also possesses a syntactic dimension". Put simply DNA has a "grammar" or a set of rules, that strictly regulates how it's instructions are composed and carried out-Kuppers.

The "words" and "sentences" in DNA make up the various "recipes" that direct the production of proteins and other substances that form the building blocks of various cells that make up the body.

"The filament of DNA is information, a message written in a code of chemicals, one chemical for each letter.

Even Richard Dawkins admits: "it is almost too good to be true, but the code turns out to be written in a way we can understand".

So the writing is there and you wonder how it got there?
No one was there to directly observe how coded information was generated into the DNA molecule so we need to draw our own conclusions.
One might say a Designer cannot possibly gain reality within the realm of empirical science but one should dig a little deeper and realize that such a conclusion is not at all speculative.
In 1999 fragments of very ancient pottery with unusual markings or symbols were found in Pakistan. The marks still remain undeciphered but nevertheless they are considered man-made. A few years after Watson and Crick the structure of DNA, two physicists proposed searching for coded radio signals from space and this the modern researchers for extraterrestrial intelligence had begun.

The point is people attribute information to INTELLIGENCE (some might admit it some might not makes no difference), no matter what form it takes. And yet at the site of the most complex and sophisticated code known to man some choose to leave aside all logic attributing DNA to mindless processes?? Some might even say that's reasonable When in fact this very conclusion has no real basis within the realm of empirical science. Dr Gene Huang and professor Yan Der-Hsuw seem to think otherwise. Randomism that produces intelligent outcomes and functional data does not have a basis in science.

Hsuw (director of embryo research at Taiwan National Pingtung University of Science and technology) said: "the right cells must be produced in the right order and at the right places. First they assemble into tissue that in turn will assemble themselves into limbs and organs. What engineer can even dream of writing instructions for such a process? Yet the instructions for embryo development are superbly written in DNA. When I consider the beauty of it all I am convinced that life was designed by God."

So why did the brightest minds that ever lived believed in an intelligent agent as the cause of functional information? Because all thinking people long for satisfying answers. Professor of neurology and psychiatry, Victor Frankl said: "Man's search for meaning is the primary motivation in his life."

Life has no meaningful dimension except the light of special creation so atheism dies even in philosophy. If the source is randomness than the outcome cannot account for any meaningful standard. "If the universe has no meaning we never should have found out it has no meaning." S.C. Lewis
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Michael Swenson https://www.facebook.com/TheRealTruthMovement/videos/453799731440864/ - I encourage every man, woman and child on earth to repent of all sinful thoughts, words and deeds and get baptized in the Name of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ (YAHOSHUAH AM MESCHIAH); be Filled with His Holy Spirit and ask He to Teach you Truth as you read His Words in the Holy Bible and study His Creation.
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A Shriner Mason was approached by a Christian in front of a Shriner's lodge and the truth came out...
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Michael Swenson https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8aCFppygoCw
[SHOCK] 1954 PHOTOS SHOW STONEHENGE BEING BUILT
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Public schools? More like indoctrination camps...

H/t: StormCloudsGathering
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